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On Central Root Automorphisms of Finite Generalized Octagons 
MICHAEL WALKER 
Certain techniques, developed in order to study the structure of finite projective planes which 
admit (non-trivial) elations, are applied to central root automorphisms of generalized octagons. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let .1 be the flag complex of a generalized 2m-gon, with m ~ 2, and let G be a group 
of special automorphisms of.j. An automorphism of.j is called a central root automorphism 
if it fixes every vertex at distance less than or equal to m from a prescribed vertex. This 
paper continues a study of the structure of the pair (.1, G), under the assumptions that 
G is finite and contains a central root automorphism distinct from the identity. 
In [16] we restricted our attention to generalized hexagons (the case when m = 3), 
and here we shall consider the situation for generalized octagons (m = 4). This present 
paper is largely independent of its predecessor, although certain elementary results from 
[16, Sections 1-3] are required in several of the proofs. These result; are reviewed 
(without proofs) in the next section so that this article may be read without appealing 
to the hexagon paper. 
In order to formulate the principal results, it is necessary to introduce some notation. 
The reader should consult the next section for an explanation of the terminology . 
.1 is a (weak) building of type 12(8), which is neither of type (D), nor of type (E2 ) 
when viewed as a convex subgraph of itself (in effect, this means that .1 is either the flag 
complex of a thick generalized octagon, or the doubled flag complex of a thick generalized 
quadrangle) ; 
G is a finite group of special automorphisms of .1 ; 
I is the totality of non-identity central root automorphisms in G which have centres 
in a preassigned type class of .1 ; 
E = (I); 
3 is the set of centres of the elements in I; 
;J is the set of vertices in .1 which are adjacent to at least two elements in 3; 
E is the subgraph of .1 which has vertices 3 u;J and edges those pairs of vertices 
which are edges of .1; 
G ~ G (x ~ i, for each x E G) is the representation of G on E; 
K is the kernel of the homomorphism G ~ G. 
THEOREM A. If E is connected, then one of the following statements holds: 
(I) E is the empty graph; 
(IIi) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5) E is a tree of diameter 2(i -1); 
(III) E is the doubled flag complex of a Moufang generalized quadrangle associated 
with a group of type Sp4, defined over some finite field IFq of characteristic 2, and 
E ==Sp4(q); 
(IV) E is the flag complex of a Moufang generalized octagon associated with a Ree 
group of type 2F4, defined over some finite field IFq (here q = 2" with n odd), and 
- 2 - 2 
either E == F4(q), or q = 2 and E == F4(2)'. 
Furthermore, if E is of type III or IV, then K = Ca(E) and either E is a perfect central 
extension of E, or E is of type III and q = 2. 
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Before turning to the disconnected case, we introduce some additional terminology. 
If E* is a connected component of E for which statement IIi (i = 1, 2, ... ,or 5) in 
Theorem A holds, then we say that E* is of type IIi. The convex closure of E in .1 is 
denoted by E. 
THEOREM B. If E is disconnected, then either every connected component of E consists 
of a single vertex (that is ;s = 0), or one of the following statements holds: 
(Vi) (i = 1 or 2) E has a connected component of type 114, each non-trivial connected 
component of E is of type IIj, with j = 1, 2 or 4, and E is a tree of diameter 2(i + 2); 
(VIi) (i = 1 or 2) E has a connected component of type 113, each non-trivial connected 
componentofEisoftype IIj, withj = 1,2 or 3, and Eisa tree of diameter 2(i +2); 
(VIIi) (i = 1, 2 or 3) E has a connected component of type 112, each non-trivial 
connected component of E is of type IIj, with j = 1 or 2, and E is a tree of 
diameter 2(i + 1); 
(VIII) E has a connected component of type 112, each non-trivial connected component 
of E is of type IIj, with j = 1 or 2, and E is the flag complex of a thick generalized 
octagon. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that G does not fix a vertex in .1 and E contains a path of 
length 3. Then either III or IV holds. 
The proof of these theorems occupies Sections 3-5 of the paper. Background material 
is reviewed in Section 1. In Section 2 we study groups which are generated by pairs of 
central root groups. The treatment there is brief, and we restrict ourselves to establishing 
just those results which are needed for the subsequent sections. 
The heart of the paper is contained in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we study non-trivial 
connected components of E and show that they are all trees or (weak) buildings of type 
12(8). Connected components which are (weak) buildings are then classified in Section 
4. In the weak case, the classification follows from some work of Ealy [2]. When the 
component is thick, the idea is to show that Tits's Moufang condition [13] is satisfied 
by exhibiting all root groups inside the stabilizer of the component. The classification 
then follows from Tits's [14] classification of Moufang generalized octagons. This 
approach goes through except when all root groups with centres in the connected 
component have order 2. This situation is handled separately, the simple section of the 
stabilizer, and with it the isomorphism type of the component, being identified by means 
of the centralizer of a central involution (a central root automorphism) and Parrot's 
characterization of 2F4(2), [10]. 
Finally in Section 5 we show that if E is disconnected, then all the non-trivial connected 
components of E are trees of diameter at most 6. Theorems A and B are then readily 
deduced. 
All graphs considered in this paper are undirected and without multiple edges or loops. 
If .1 is a graph, and if X is a vertex of .1, then VA(X) denotes the valency of X in .1. 
When no confusion can arise as to which graph is under consideration, the subscript will 
be dropped. If Y is a vertex which is connected to X by a path in .1, then dA(X, Y) is 
the length of a shortest path connecting X and Y in .1. Again, the subscript will be 
deleted whenever possible. If n is a positive integer, then .1n (X) = {YldA(X, Y) = n}; that 
is, .1n(X) is the sphere of radius n and centre X. Similarly, .1[n](X) = {YldA(X, Y) ~ n}. 
We use Aut(.1) for the group of all automorphisms of .1. 
Most group-theoretic notation is standard, and follows Gorenstein's book [4]. The 
places where we differ are as follows. If G is a finite group, and if G = G' (the commutator 
subgroup), then G is called perfect. If A and B are subgroups of G, then G =A><IB 
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means that G is a split extension of A by B (that is, G = AB with A <lG and A (1 B = {1}). 
A cyclic group of order n is denoted by Zn and a dihedral group of order 2n by D zn. If (n, G) is a group space and if X E n, then X G is the orbit of X under G and Gx is the 
stabilizer of X in G. 
A familiarity with the structure of L z(2 n ), U 3 (2 n ) and Sz (22m+l) is assumed, and 
structural properties of these groups and their natural 2-transitive permutation rep-
resentations are cited without explicit reference. The reader is advised to consult [8, 
Kapitel II] for the linear fractional and unitary groups, and [11] for the Suzuki groups. 
Let V be a vector space of even dimension 2m over a field IF. A non-empty collection 
Sf of subspaces of V is called a partial spread provided: 
(a) dimlF U = m for each U E Sf; 
(b) U (1 W = (0) for all distinct U, WE Sf. 
If, in addition, Sf covers V, then Sf is called a spread. 
An element x E GL(V, IF) is a shear with axis X if either x = 1, or 
[V, x] =X = Cv(x). 
If Sf is a partial spread, and if x is a shear which leaves Sf invariant and has axis in Sf, 
then x is called a Sf-elation (cf. [6]). 
1. BACKGROUND 
Let.i be the flag complex of a (not necessarily thick) generalized octagon [13]. Thus 
.i is a connected bipartite graph with two types of vertices (usually called points and 
lines), two vertices having the same type precisely when the distance between them is 
even. Minimal circuits in.i have length 16, and circuits of this length are called apartments. 
In the terminology of [12], the apartments give .i the structure of a weak building of 
type /2(8). 
Any two vertices X and Yare contained in an apartment, and so the distance in .i 
between them is at most 8. Moreover, if d(X, Y)<8, then X and Yare joined by a 
unique path of minimal length. We denote this path by (X, Y), and extend the notation 
by defining (X, Y) = {X, Y} when X and Yare opposites (that is, when d(X, Y) = 8). If 
.i is thick (that is, if.i is a building), then (X, Y) is simply the intersection of all apartments 
containing both X and Y. 
Let A be a subgraph of .i. Then A is called convex if (X, Y) c::; A, whenever X and Y 
are vertices of A. Convex subgraphs may be conveniently classified into five distinct types. 
LEMMA 1.1 [16, 1.1]. Let A be a convex subgraph of .i. Then A is one of the following 
types: 
(A) the empty graph; 
(B) a null graph with vertex set of cardinality at least 2, and with every two distinct 
vertices of A opposite in .i ; 
(Cd) a tree of diameter d, with d,;;; 8; 
(D) there exist two opposite vertices in .i which are such that A is a non-empty union 
of apartments containing them; 
(Em) (with m = 2,4 or 8) there is a building II of type /2(m), and A = 81m II. 
Concerning convex subgraphs of type (Em), the expression A = 81m II means that A 
is obtained from II by replacing each edge by a chain of length 81m [13]. Thus A is a 
(weak) building, and is thick precisely when m = 8. 
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Given an arbitrary subgraph fl of .::1, its convex closure is denoted by ii, and defined 
to be the intersection of all convex subgraphs of .::1 which contain it. Thus ii is the 
minimal convex subgraph to contain fl. 
Now let G be a group of automorphisms of .::1. Following Tits [1, p. 45], G is called 
special if it leaves invariant each of the type classes of .::1. In other words, G is special 
if it is induced by a group of collineations of the generalized octagons having.::1 as flag 
complex. Assume that G is special. Then the totality of vertices and edges of .::1 which 
are fixed by every element of G form a convex subgraph of.::1. This subgraph is denoted 
by .::1(G), and is called the fixed structure of G. Concerning fixed structures, we have 
the following important result due to Tits. 
LEMMA 1.2 (Tits [12, 4.1.1]). Suppose that.::1 is thick, and let {X, Y} be an edge of 
.::1. Assume that G is a group of automorphisms of.::1 which fixes every vertex that is adjacent 
to X or to Y. Then G is special, and either G = {1}, or .::1 (G) is of (convex) type (Cd) with 
d=33. 
We recall that a simple path of length 8 in .::1 is called a root of .::1. Let l/J = 
(Xo, Xl. ... ,Xs) be a root. An automorphism of .::1 fixing every vertex which is adjacent 
to some Xj(i = 1, ... ,7) is called a root automorphism for the root l/J. We define 
G(l/J) = {a E Gla is a root automorphism for l/J}. 
Then G(l/J) is a group of special automorphisms of .::1, and is called the root group in G 
for the root l/J. Clearly, G(l/J) fixes the root l/J and permutes the apartments which 
contain it. A straightforward application of Tits's Lemma shows that, if .::1 is not 
"degenerate", the root group is actually semi-regular on these apartments. 
LEMMA 1.3 [16, 2.1]. If.::1 is neither of type (D), nor of type (E2 ), when viewed as a 
convex sub graph of itself, then G (l/J) is semi-regular on the apartments containing l/J. 
Recall that two roots in .::1 are called opposite roots (or simply opposites), if their union 
is an apartment. 
LEMMA 1.4 [16, 2.2]. Suppose that G is finite and .::1 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 
1.3. Let l/J and l/J' be a pair of opposite roots in.::1, and assume that (IG(l/J)/, IG(l/J')/) -# 1. 
Define H = (G(l/J), G(l/J'). Then l/J' E l/JH and G(l/J') is conjugate in H to G(l/J). 
For the moment, assume that .::1 is thick (in particular, .::1 certainly satisfies the hypothesis 
of Lemma 1.3). If for every root l/J the root group for l/J in Aut(.::1) is transitive on the 
apartments containing l/J (and hence regular by Lemma 1.3), then.::1 is called a Moufang 
building. In this case the incidence structures with flag complex .::1 are called Moufang 
generalized octagons (this important concept is due to Tits [13]). Moufang generalized 
octagons may be constructed from the BN-pair structure of Ree groups of type 2F4. For 
details of the construction see [12, pp.39-41]. In fact, Tits [14] has shown that all 
Moufang generalized octagons arise in this way. For the purpose of this paper, it is 
sufficient to know that finite Moufang generalized octagons are of this type (cf. [13, 
p.220]). 
From now on, we shall always assume that .::1 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1.3. 
Thus .::1 is either the flag complex of a thick generalized octagon, or the doubled flag 
complex of a thick generalized quadrangle. 
Let X be a vertex of .::1. An automorphism a is called a central root automorphism 
with centre X if a is a root automorphism for every root which has centre X. (The centre 
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of the root rp = (Xo, Xl. ... ,Xg) is defined to be the vertex X 4 .) Clearly, Lemma 1.3 
implies that if a ¥-1, then X is the unique centre of a and the fixed structure .1 (a») = 
.1 (4)(X), 
We shall need to have a reasonably precise knowledge of the fixed structure of the 
product of two central root automorphisms having centres of the same type (that is, their 
centres are distinct and an even distance apart). 
LEMMA 1.5 [16, 3.1]. Let X and X/ be distinct vertices of .1 with d(X, X') = 2d. 
Furthermore let a and a / be non-trivial central root automorphisms with respective centres 
X and X/. Suppose that the vertex Z is fixed by aa /. 
(i) If d ~3, set (X,X/) = (X =Xo, Xl. ... ,X2d =X/). Then d(Z, Xd)~ 
min{8-d -1, 4+d}. 
(ii) If d = 8, then Z is equidistant from both X and X/, and either d (Z, Y) ~ 3 for some 
unique Y E L1 4(X) nL14(X/), or Z is opposite both X and X/ and d(Z, Y) = 4 for all 
Y E L1 4(X) n L14(X/). 
COROLLARY 1.6. The fixed structure .1 (aa /») is of type (B), (C), (D) or (E2). 
COROLLARY 1.7 [16, 3.3]. If aa/ is a central root automorphism, then d = 1 and the 
centre of aa/ is at distance 2 from both X and X'. 
2. GROUPS GENERATED BY Two CENTRAL ROOT GROUPS 
Given a vertex X of .1, we define G(X) = {a E Gla is a central root automorphism 
with centre X}. Then G(X) is a normal subgroup of the stabilizer Gx , and is called a 
central root group. From Lemma 1.3 it is immediate that if a E G(X) with a ¥-1, then 
.1 (G(X)) = .1 (4)(X) = L1(a»). 
In this section we consider the structure of groups generated by a pair of central root 
groups having centres of the same type. 
LEMMA2.1. If X andX' are vertices of .1 withd(X, X') = 2 or 4, then (G(X), G(X/) = 
G(X) X G(X/). 
PROOF. Clearly, we have 
[G(X), G(X/)]~ G(X)n G(X/) ={1}. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X and X/ be vertices of .1 with d (X, X') = 6, and assume that 
G (X) ¥- {1} ¥- G (X/). Then the following hold: 
(i) G(X), G(X/) and [G(X), G(X/)] are elementary abelian 2-groups, and [a, (3]¥-1 
for all a E G(X) and (3 E G(X/) with a ¥- 1 ¥- (3; 
(ii) (G(X), G(X/) = ([G(X), G(X/)] x G(X))XlG(X/) is a special 2-group with centre 
[G(X), G(X/)]. 
Moreover, if (X, X') = (X = Xl, X 2, ... ,X7 = X'), then 
.1 (2)(X3 ) u .1 (2)(XS) S; .1 ([G(X), G(X')]). 
PROOF. Leta E G(X) and{3 E G(X/) with a ¥-1 ¥-(3. Thend(X, X (3 ) =4 = d(X', X/"). 
Therefore [a, af3] = 1 = [{3, {3"] by 2.1. Using these commutator identities, it is straightfor-
ward to show that {32{3" = (3,,-1. But now d(X', X/") = 4 and Corollary 1.7 imply {32 = 1, 
and then a 2 = 1 follows directly. All statements in the lemma are now readily deduced. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let X and X' be opposite vertices of.:1, and assume that G(X) and G(X') 
are non-trivial elementary abelian 2-groups. Then IG(X)I = IG(X')I = 2n , for some natural 
number n, and (G(X), G(X')=L2(r), Sz(2 n ) or D 2m with m odd. 
PROOF. Set H = (G(X), G(X') and n =XH UX,H. Then the vertices in n are 
pairwise opposites. Therefore G(X) is semi-regular on n -{X} by Lemma 1.3. Similarly, 
G(X') is semi-regular on n -{X'}. Since G(X) and G(X') are 2-groups, Gleason's 
Lemma (cf. [1, p. 191]) may now be applied to conclude that H is transitive on n. It 
follows that H is the normal closure of G (X) in H, and N H (G (X)) n G (X)h = {1} for all 
h EH -NH(G(X)). Now the lemma follows from the main theorem in [5] and the 
assumption that G(X) is abelian. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (Xl. X 2 , ••• ,X9 ) be a root in.:1, and assume that G(Xj ) ¥ {1} for i = 1, 
7 and 9. Then G(Xj ) is a non-trivial elementary abelian 2-group for i = 1, 3, 7 and 9. 
Furthermore, if H = (G(XI ), G(X9 ), then X9EXf and X 7 EX!f-. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.2(i) both G(XI ) and G(X7 ) are elementary abelian 2-groups. 
Choose 1 ¥ a E G(XI ). Then d(X'7, X 9 ) = 6, and so Lemma 2.2 shows that G(X9 ) is also 
an elementary abelian 2-group. From Lemma 2.3 we now have that X9 E xf, and hence 
X 7 E x!f- because X5 is fixed by H. 
We conclude this section with a technical remark which will be required in the proof 
of Theorem 4.2. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that J is thick. Let I = (Xo, Xl. ... ,XI5) be an apartment, and 
assume that G(XI3) has even order. Let a be an involution in G which satisfies: 
(a) a fixes a root <P = (Xl. ... ,X9 ); 
(b) for some edge {Xj, X j+ l } of <P, the involution a fixes every vertex in J which is 
adjacent to X j or X j + l . 
Then a E G(Xs). 
PROOF. Let (3 be an involution in G(XI3). Then (a, (3) =D2m for some m ~ 3. If m 
is odd, then we are finished. By way of a contradiction, assume that m is even. By 
Lemma 1.2, (a) is semi-regular on the apartments containing <P. In particular, X I3 and 
X 13 are opposites. Therefore (3(3 ex has odd order by Lemma 2.3, and consequently m ~ 0 
(mod 4). Hence the involution in the centre of (a, (3) can be written as z = ay, where y 
is a conjugate of (3. The centre of y is at distance 4 from both Xl and X 9 , yet it must 
be fixed by a because a commutes with y. Therefore y has centre Xs. But now z = ay 
fixes every vertex which is adjacent to X j or X j + l . It also fixes X13 because it centralizes 
(3. This contradicts Lemma 1.2. 
3. CONNECTED COMPONENTS OF E 
We now begin to study the graph E (described in the introduction) which is determined 
by the centres of the central root automorphisms in G. In this section, we shall show 
that all connected components of E are convex in .:1 (cf. Theorem 3.9). 
Given a non-trivial connected component E* of E, we write its vertex set as the union 
of type classes 3* u ~*, where 3* ~ 3 and ~* ~~. The subset of I consisting of those 
elements which have their centre in 3* is denoted by 1*, and E* = (1*). We denote the 
stabilizer of E* in G by G* (instead of Gg .). Clearly, both 1* and E* are normal in G*. 
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If Y belongs to ~, then we define 
M(Y) = (G(X)IX E E't(Y). 
It is clear that, if X E 3* and if Y E ~*, then both G(X) and M(Y) are subgroups of G*. 
The kernel of the restriction of G* to E* (or equivalently to 3*) is K*, and we let 
- be the canonical homomorphism of G* onto G* /K*. Thus G* is a group of automorph-
isms of E*. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that E* is a non-trivial convex connected component of E, then 
E* is of type (Cd) with d even, type (E4) or type (Es). 
PROOF. As E* is a non-trivial and connected convex subgraph of .:1, it must be of 
one of the type (Cd), (D) or (Em). If E* is of type (Cd), then the extremities of E* 
obviously belongs 3*, and so d is even. Assume then that E* contains an apartment 
L = (Xo, Xl. ... ,XlS), with say Xl E ,8*. Then lIE*(X2i + l ) ~ 3 for each i E Z 116 Z because 
G(X2i - 3 ) fixes both X 2i and X 2i+ b yet moves X 2i+2. Hence E* is of type (E4 ) or of type 
(Es). 
LEMMA 3.2. If E* is a convex connected component of E of type (C6 ), then G(X) is 
an elementary abelian 2-group for each extreme vertex X of E*. 
PROOF. This is immediate from Lemma 2.2(i). 
LEMMA 3.3. If E* is a convex connected component of E of type (Cs), then there is 
a unique X' E 3* with G(X') ~Z(E*). Moreover, G(X) is an elementary abelian 2-group 
for every X E 3* -{X'}. 
PROOF. Let X' be that unique vertex in E* which satisfies E* ~ .:1 [4l(X'). Then 
X' E 3*, and G(X') ~Z(E*) by Lemma 2.1. Clearly, X' is the only vertex in 3* which 
is fixed by E*. The final observation follows from Lemma 2.2(i) because every vertex 
in 3*-{X'} is at distance 6 from another. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let L = (Xo, Xl. ... ,X1S) be an apartment in .:1. Assume that (X7 , Xu) 
is contained in a connected component E* and that Xl E 3. Then L ~ E*, and G(X2i+ l ) 
is an elementary abelian 2-group for each i E Z 116 Z. 
PROOF. This is a straightforward application of Lemma 2.4 to suitably chosen roots 
in L. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let E* be a connected component of E, and L = (Xo, Xl. ... ,XlS) an 
apartment in .:1. Assume that Xl E B * and that (Xl. X 2, ••• ,X 10) ~ E *. Then either L ~ E *, 
or L nE* = (XO,Xb .•• ,XlO). 
PROOF. From Lemma 2.4, it follows that Xo lies in the orbit of XlO under (G(Xl), 
G(X9 ). Therefore, (Xo, Xl. ... ,XlO) ~ E*. If X 12 is adjacent to a vertex in ,8*, then 
Xu E 3* by Lemma 2.4 again, whence L ~ E* by Lemma 3.4. Similarly, if X l4 is adjacent 
to a vertex in 3*, then L ~ E*. So either L n E* = (Xo, Xl. ... ,XlO), or L ~ E*. 
LEMMA 3.6. If E* is a non-convex connected component of E, then there exists an 
apartment Lin.:1 with L satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 3.5 but with L~ E*. 
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PROOF. As S * is assumed to be non -convex, we can find distinct X, Y E ~ * u ;;5 * 
with (X, Y)<6S*. Since S* is connected, X and Yare linked by a path in S*. Let 
(X =Xb ... ,Xr+ 1 = Y) be such a path, chosen so that its length r is minimal. Then 
r =3 9 because (X, Y) <6 S *. Let I be the apartmen.t in .::l which contains the path 
(XI. X 2 , ••• ,XlO). Then (XI. X 2 , ••• ,XlO) s;;; S* by construction, but I <6 S* by the mini-
mality of r. By reversing the labelling of (XI. X 2 , ••• ,XlO) if necessary, it may be assumed 
that Xl E 3*. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose that S* is a non-trivial connected component of S which 
is not convex of type (Cd)' Then either E* is transitive on 3*, or S* is convex of type (E4 ) 
and E* has exactly two orbits on 3*. In either case, E* is transitive on ;;5* and G(X) is 
an elementary abelian 2-group for each X E 3*. 
PROOF. Suppose that S* is convex. Then Lemma 3.1 and the assumption that S* 
is not of type (Cd) imply that S* is a (weak) building of type 12(8). Therefore every pair 
of vertices of S* is included in an apartment of S*. Hence Lemma 3.4 shows thatG(X) 
is an elementary abelian 2-group for every X E 3*. 
Let I = (Xo, XI. ... ,X15 ) be an apartment in I with Xo E ;;5*. Then applying Lemma 
2.4, to sufficiently many roots in I, shows that the sets {Xo, X 2 , ••• ,X2i, ... ,X14}, 
{XI. X 5 , X 9, X 13} and {X3, X 7 , X ll , X 15} are each contained in an orbit of E*. Hence 
E* is transitive on ;;5* and has at most two orbits on 3*. 
Suppose that S* is not of type (E4 ) , and choose X E 3* to be adjacent to Xo but 
distinct from Xl and X 15 • Then two applications of Lemma 2.4 (to suitably chosen roots) 
show that X lies in the orbit of X 7 as well as in the orbit of X9 under E*. Therefore 
E* is transitive on 3*. 
Now assume that S* is of type (E4)' If X, X' E 3*, then d(X', X a ) is even for all 
ex E G(X'). This means that E* induces a group of special automorphisms on the building 
of type 12(4) which underlies S*. Hence E* has two orbits on 3*. 
We may now assume that S* is non-convex. Let I = (Xo, XI. ... ,X15 ) be an apartment 
of the type described in Lemma 3.6. Choose X E sf (Xo)-{X1} andX' E sf (XlO)-{X9}' 
Applying Lemma 2.4 to appropriate roots in the path (X, X O, XI. ... ,XlO, X') shows 
that each of the groups G(X), G(X') and G(X2i+ 1) (i = 0,1,2,3,4) is an elementary 
abelian 2-group. Since X is not a vertex in I, it is opposite in .::l to both X 7 and X 9 • 
Hence X, X 7 and X9 lie in an E* orbit by Lemma 2.3. 
Now multiple application of Lemma 2.4 shows that the vertices X, X' and X 2i + 1 (with 
i = 0, 1, ... or 4) are included in a common E* orbit. Then the transitivity of E* on 3* 
follows upon showing that if Z E 3*, then the orbit ZE* has non-trivial intersection with 
II = (X, X o, XI. ... , X lO, X'). We may assume that Z is not in this path. By connectivity, 
Z is connected to II by a path in S*. Let (Z =Zb ... , Zr+l) be such a path, chosen to 
have minimal length r. So Zr+l is in II but Zi is not in II for all i ~ r. Write r = 8k + d, 
with k and d non-negative integers and d ~7. Successive application of Lemma 2.4 
shows that ZSk+l is in the E* orbit of Z. Therefore we may assume that k = ° and d =31. 
Now extend (Zb ... ,Zr+l) by a path in II of length 8 - r. This is possible because if 
r = 1, then Zr+l E ;;5*. Applying Lemma 2.4 again shows that ZEO contains a vertex 
from II. 
Finally, let Y E ;;5*. Then the transitivity of E* on 3* means that yEO contains a vertex 
Y' which is adjacent to Xl. But now appropriate use of Lemma 2.4 shows that Y' is in 
the E* orbit of X o. 
COROLLARY 3.8. If S* is a connected component of S and if X,X'E3*, then 
(X,X')s;;;S*. 
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PROOF. Obviously there is nothing to prove if E* is convex. Suppose that E* is 
non-convex. If d(X, X') = 0,2 or 8, then trivially (X, X') ~ E*. So we only need to 
consider the cases d(X, X') = 4 or 6. Let 1: = (Xo, Xl, ... ,XIS) be an apartment of the 
type described in Lemma 3.6. As E* is transitive on 3* by Proposition 3.7, we may 
assume that X =XI. 
First suppose that d (XhX') = 4, and set (Xl, X') = (Xl = X~, X;, ... ,X~ = X'). If 
X3 =X3, then there is nothing more to show. Assume that X3 ;z!oX3 • If X; =X2 , 
form the root (X~, X~, X 3, X 2 , ... ,X7 ), whilst if X; ;Z!OX2, form the root 
(X~, X~, ... ,Xl, . . . ,Xs). An application of Lemma 2.4 to these roots shows that 
X3 E3*. Hence (XhX')~E*. 
Finally, suppose that d(Xt. X') = 6, and set (Xl, X') = (Xl = X~, X;, . . . ,X; = X'). If 
X3 = X 3, then (X3, X') ~ E* by the above paragraph, and there is nothing more to 
show. Assume thatX3 ;z!oX3 . If X; =X2 , form the root (Xs, X 4 , ••• , X;, ... , X;), whilst 
X; ;z!o X 2 , form the root (X3, X 2 , X~, ... ,X;). Then Lemma 2.4 applied to these roots 
shows that X ~ E 3 *. But now (X ~, X ~ ) ~ E * by the paragraph above, and hence 
(Xl, X') ~ E* as required. 
THEOREM 3.9. If E* is a non-trivial connected component of E, then E* is convex 
and of type (Cd) with d even, type (E4 ) or type (Es). 
PROOF. In view of Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient to show that each connected component 
of E is convex. Assume this to be false, and let E* be a counterexample. 
Fix 1: = (Xo, Xl, ... ,X1S ) to be an apartment of the type described in Lemma 3.6. 
Thus Xo E 3* and 1: n E* = (Xo, Xl. ... ,XlO). 
LEMMA 3.10. If Y E :.5*, then M(Y) is an elementary abelian 2-group which is 
partitioned by {G(X) IX E Er (Y)}. 
PROOF. By Proposition 3.7, E* is transitive on:.5* and G(X) is an elementary abelian 
2-group for all X E 3*. In particular, we may assume that Y =Xo. Then M(Xo) is an 
elementary abelian 2-group by Lemma 2.1. Let X, X' E Er (Xo) be distinct, and suppose 
that a E G(X) and (3 E G(X') with a ;z!o l;z!o (3. 
We argue that a{3 EI*. Then Lemma 3.10 follows from Corollary 1.7. 
By way of a contradiction, assume a{3eI*. Choose l;z!o 'Y E G(X9). Then ('Y, a(3)==D2m 
for some natural number m, and m is even because a{3 e 1*. 
First we argue that m ~ 0 (mod 4). By Lemma 1.5(i), we have x~g ;z!o X IO • Suppose 
that a{3 fixes X 12 • Then d(X9, X~(3) = 4 or 6, and in either case X ll is in (X9, X~(3). But 
now X ll E 3* by Corollary 3.8, and this contradicts the choice of 1:. Therefore X~~ ;z!o X 12, 
and it follows that X9 and X~(3 are opposites. Hence 'Y'Y",(3 has odd order by Lemma 
2.3. Hence m~O (mod 4) because m/2=0('Y'Y",(3). 
Let z be the involution in Z(('Y, a(3». Then z = a{3w for some conjugate w of 'Y in 
('Y, a(3). Let WE 3* be the centre of w. Then deW, X l3) = 4, and deW, Xo)!'.f; 5 by Lemma 
1.5(i). If W is adjacent to Xo, then .:1 3(XO) and X9 are contained in .:1((z», and Lemma 
1.2 is contradicted. (Note that .:1 is certainly thick because both Xo and Xl have valency 
at least 3.) Therefore deW, Xo);:' 3, and deW, XIS) = 2 or deW, X 14) = 3. In either case, 
X 1S belongs to (W, Xl), and so XIS E 3* by Corollary 3.8. Again we contradict our choice 
of 1:. 
LEMMA3.11. IfXE3*,thenG(X)==Z2. 
PROOF. Set IG(X)I = q. Then q is a power of 2 and is independent of the choice of 
X. Assume thatq;z!o 2. SetH = (G(XI ), G(X9», anddefineZ =NH(G(XI» nNH(G(X9». 
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Thus H =.L2(q) or Sz(q) by Lemma 2.3, Z =.Zq-l and NH(Z) =.D2(q-I)' In particular, 
each element in Z can be written as the product of two involutions in H. Since all such 
involutions belong to I* and have centres in .1 4 (XS) n .1 4 (XI3), and as Z fixes each vertex 
in I, it follows from Corollary 1.6 that Z acts semi-regularly on sf (X2 ) -{Xl. X 3} and 
on sf (XO)-{XI}. But X 2 and Xo have the same valency in S* by Proposition 3.7. 
Therefore q = 2 after all. 
LEMMA 3.12. If Y E ~*, then M(Y) =,Z2 xZ2 • 
PROOF. In view of the transitivity of E* on ~*, it is sufficient to prove Lemma 3.12 
for the special case Y = Xs. For i = 1, 3, ... ,9, set 
G(Xj)=(aj), where aT = 1 "'aj. 
Define a =a7a9. Then a EI* and a has centreX E sf (XS)-{X7' X 9} by Lemma 3.10. 
So (a 10 a) =. D 2m, with m odd by Lemma 2.3. Therefore there exists 8 E (a 10 a) n I* such 
that 8 interchanges Xl and X. Certainly 8 fixes Xs because Xs is fixed by both al and 
a. Hence, 8 leaves invariant the root (Xl. X 2 , ••• , Xs, X), and 8 has centre Z lying in 
.1 4 (XS ) and opposite to both Xl and X. Similarly, there exists 8' E (ai. a9) n 1* leaving 
invariant the root (XI. X 2, ... ,Xs, X 9), and having centre Z' in .14(XS) and opposite to 
both XI and X 9. Therefore 88':;t 1 and 88' fixes every vertex in the path (X2, X3 , ••• ,Xs). 
We argue that d(Z, Z') = 4 or 6. Certainly Z:;t Z' because 88':;t 1. If d(Z, Z') = 2, 
then 88' E I* and has centre at distance 2 from both Z and Z', and this contradicts 
(X2 ,X3 , ••• ,Xs) S; .1«8'8»). Suppose then that Z and Z' are opposites. Choose Y E 
.1 4(Z) n .1 4 (Z') with Y:;t Xs. Then d (X2, Y) = 5 or 7 because Y and Xs are opposites. 
We argue thatd(X3, Y) = 6. Certainly this is true if d(X2, Y) = 5. Suppose thatd(X2 , Y) = 
7. Then the vertex Y' in (X2, Y) which is adjacent to X 2 is X3 because d(Y', Z) 0::; 6 by 
Lemma 1.5(i). Now [a3, 88'] = 1 because 88' fixes X 3. Hence yO<3 is fixed by 88'. But 
d(X3' Y) = 6 implies that yO<3 is opposite to Z, and Lemma 1.5(ii) is contradicted. 
Therefore d(Z, Z') = 6 or 4 as claimed. 
If d (Z, Z') = 6, then d (Z, Z6) = 4, and 88 6 ' also fixes each vertex in (X2, X 3 , ••• ,Xs). 
So we may assume that d(Z, Z') =4. Then 88' is an involution by Lemma 2.1. Now 88' 
fixes Xs and X 7 , but 88' fixes no vertex in sf(XS)-{X7} by Lemma 1.5(i). Therefore 
[M(Xs), 88']~M(Xs) and CM (xs)«88'») = G(X7) by Lemma 3.10. It follows that 
M(Xs) = G(X7) x G(X9)=,Z2XZ2' 
COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.9. Set S = (M(Xo), M(XIO), and let D 
be the orbit of Xo under S. Then XIOED and Ds;.1 3(Xl3). Then d(Y, Y')=6 for all 
distinct Y, Y' E D. For suppose Y E D is such that d(Xo, Y):;t 6. Then XIS belongs to 
(X, Xl) for each X E 3* which is adjacent to Y. Thus XIS E 3* by Corollary 3.8 and we 
contradict our choice of I. Now Lemma 3.12 and Hering's trivial normalizer intersection 
theorem [5] imply that S =.L2(4), and (D, S) is the natural 2-transitive group space. In 
particular, (a 10 a9)=.D6 or D IO, where al and a9 are as in Lemma 3.12. We consider 
these two possibilities in turn, and show that they both lead to a contradiction. This 
shows that our non-convex component does not exist, and completes the proof of Theorem 
3.9. 
First, suppose that (aI.a9)=.D6. Then ala9 fixes two distinct vertices Y, Y'E 
D -{Xo, X IO}. Let Y I be the vertex in (Y, X 13) which is adjacent to Y, and Y~ the vertex 
in (Y',Xl3 ) which is adjacent to Y'. Then d(Y1o Y~)=4 andXl3 belongs to (YI. YD. 
Certainly both Y I and Y I are fixed by a la9, so d (YI. Xs) = 6 = d (YI, Xs) by Lemma 
1.5(ii). Set (YI , Xs) = (Y1o Y2, ... , Y7 = Xs) and (YI, Ys) = (Y~, Y~, ... , Y; = Xs). Then 
(YI , Y I ) U (YI, Xs) u (YI, Xs) is an apartment in.1«ala9»)' If Y = Y2, then d( Y, Y;) = 7, 
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and there exists a vertex in (Y, Y~) which is opposite to both X9 and X 13 • This contracts 
Lemma 1.5(ii) because such a ve'rtex is fixed by ala9. Therefore Y = Y 2. But now 
d (X, Xs) ~ 6 for each X E Ef (Y). Hence Corollary 3.8 implies that Y 3 E 3*. This means 
that ala9 centralizes G(Y3 ), which is impossible because G(Y3)<S and CS (ala9» = 
(ala9). Therefore (a I. (9)'i=D 6 • 
Finally, we consider the possibility (ab (9) ==D lO • In this case, (ala9) is sharply 
transitive on n. In particular n ~ ..::1 s(Xs). Choose X E Ef (Xo) -{Xl} and 1,p a E G(X). 
Then n=na~..::1s(XS'). In particular, d(Xlo,XS')=5. This is absurd because X: is 
opposite to XlO and adjacent to XS'. Therefore (ab (9)'i=D lO • 
4. CONNECTED COMPONENTS OF TYPE (E) 
Theorem 3.9 tells us that the connected components of E are convex and of one of 
three possible types. In this section, we shall classify the pairs (E*, E*) when E* is a 
connected component of type (E4 ) or type (Es). We begin with the first type. The notation 
is as explained at the outset of Section 3. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that E* is a connected component of type (E4). Then E* is 
the doubled flag complex of a Moufang generalized quadrangle associated with a group 
of type SP4 defined over a finite field IF q of characteristic 2, and E* == Sp4(q). Furthermore, 
K* = Co*(E*), and either E* is a perfect central extension of E*, or q = 2. 
PROOF. By Proposition 3.7, G(X) is an elementary abelian 2-group for each X E 3*. 
Therefore the theorem follows from the main result in [2, p. 1]. Alternatively, if IG(X)I > 2 
for eachX E 3*, then the result follows from [15, Theorem 1.1], whilst the case O(X) ==Z2 
for some X E 3* may be handled separately. 
The conclusion for components of type (Es) is analogous, but somewhat more difficult 
to prove. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that E* is a connected component of type (Es). Then E* is 
the flag complex of a Moufang generalized octagon associated with a Ree group of type 
2 F4 defined over some finite field IF q (here q = r with n odd). Furthermore. either E* == 
2 • 2 F4(q). or q = 2 and E* == F4(2)'. In each case, K* = Co*(E*) and E* is a perfect central 
extension of E*. 
PROOF. Throughout, we let s + 1 be the common valency in E* of the vertices in 
3* and t + 1 the common valency in E* of the vertices in ~*. Thus s, t ~2. Moreover, 
2st is a perfect square by a theorem of Feit and Higman [3]. 
By Proposition 3.7. G(X) is an elementary abelian 2-group of order independent of 
the choice of X E 3*. We set q = IG(X)I. 
Let 1: = (Xo, X b •.• , XIS) be an apartment in E* with Xl E 3*. For each i E Zl16Z 
define: 
H2i+1 = (G(X)IX E Et (X2i + l ) n Et (X2i +9», 
U 2i = (u E E* 1..::1 [2](X2i-1) U..::1[ZJCX2i + l ) ~ ..::1 (u»), 
Of course, H 2i + 1 depends only upon X 2i + 1 and X 2i +9 , U 2i depends only upon X 2i - 1 and 
X 2i+b and V 2i + 1 depends only upon X 2i - 1 and X 2i +3 . 
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The first stage of the proof is to determine sand t and the structure of the groups 
M2i =M(X2;) and H 2i+1 (cf. Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11). We then study the groups U 2i and 
V2i+1 and determine the root groups of S* which have centre in ~ (cf. Lemmas 4.20 
and 4.21). In the final stage of the proof we handle the cases q ,.: 2 and q = 2 separately. 
In the former case we show that all root groups of S* in E* are transitive, and then 
use Tits's [14] classification to identify S*. When q = 2, we identify E* (and hence S*) 
by applying Parrott's [10] characterization of 2P4 (2),. 
LEMMA 4.3. If q = 2, then H 2i+1 = O(H2i+l ) ~ G(X2i-3), whilst if q ,.: 2, then H 2i +1 == 
L 2(q), Sz(q), U 3(q) or SU(3, q) and (Sf (X2i +I ), H 2i +l ) is the natural 2-transitive group 
space. 
PROOF. Use [5] and argue as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Ifq ":2, then s =q, q2 orq3. 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume that q ,.: 2, and let Z be the vertex stabilizer of I in (G(X2i-3), 
G(X2i+s). Then Z == Zq-l. Moreover, Z is semi-regular on sf (X2i - 2) - {X2i- 3, X 2i- l} and 
regular (by conjugation) on G(X2i-l)-{I}. 
PROOF. SetS = (G(X2i-3), G(X2i+S). Thenq": 2 and Lemma 4.3 imply that S ==L2(q) 
or Sz(q) and Z =NS(G(X2i-3))nNs(G(X2i+S)). Therefore Z ==Zq-l' Let D =Ns(Z). 
Thus D ==D2(q-lh and each involution in D belongs to 1* and has centre in the set 
st (X2i+l) n st (X2i+9) - {X2i- 3 , X 2i+S}. 
Let z E Z with z ,.: 1, and let X E sf (X2i- 2) - {X2i- 3 , X 2i-l}. Since we can write z = 8"y 
with 8, "y ED - Z, it follows from Lemma 1.5(ii) thatX Z ,.: X. Similarly, if 1": a E G(X2i-l), 
then z does not fix X 2i +S • Therefore [a, z]":1. 
COROLLARY 4.6. t -1 =0 (mod(q -1)). 
LEMMA 4.7. The stabilizer E!:j is 2-transitive on sf (XJ. 
PROOF. We may assume that j = 2 or 3. Let X E sf (X2 ) - {Xl. X 3} and Y E 
Sf (X3 ) - {X2' X 4}. Choose X' E sf (Y), with X' ,.: X 3. Clearly, it suffices to find 8,8 ' E 
E!:, withXf =X andXf =X'. 
Choose a E G(Xl) and (3 E G(X9 ) with a ":1": {3. Then (a, (3) ==D2m with m odd by 
Lemma 4.3 . Therefore there exists "yE(a,{3)nI* which interchanges Xl and X 9 , and 
fixes Xs. Apply the same argument with X(resp. X') in place of Xl to produce a p (resp. 
p') which interchanges X( resp. X') and X9 as well as fixing Xs. Now set 8 ="yP and 
8' = "yp'. 
LEMMA 4.8. Assume that there exist a E G(X2i-l) and (3 E G(X2i+l) with a ,.:1": {3 
and a{3 EI*. Then {G(X)IX E Sf (X2i )} is a partition of the elementary abelian 2-group 
M(X2 ;). 
PROOF. Obviously each element in M(X2 ;) nI* has centre in Sf (X2 ;). In view of 
this and Lemma 4.7, it is sufficient to prove that G(X2i-l)xG(X2i+t)~I*u{I}. In 
particular, our hypothesis means that there is nothing more to show when q = 2. Assume 
that q ,.: 2, and let Z be as in Lemma 4.5. Then Z centralizes G(X2i +1) and Z is regular 
on G(X2i-l)-{I} by Lemma 4.5. Therefore G(X2i- t){3 = a Z {3 u{f3} = (a{3)z u {f3}~I*. 
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Now G(X2i-l) X G(X2i+ l ) <;; 1* u {1} follows upon interchanging the labellings of X 2i - l 
andX2i + l . 
LEMMA 4.9. The stabilizer of X 2i+4 in M(X2J is precisely G(X2i+ l ). 
PROOF. We may assume that i = O. Certainly G(Xl) ~M(XO)X4. Let x EM(Xo) fix 
X 4 , and choose a E G(X5 ) with a -,t.1. Then [x, a]EM(X4 ), and as such is an involution. 
We have .1[21(Xl)<;;.1([x,a]» because xEM(Xo) and a fixes Xl. and .1[3](X4 )<;; 
.1 ([x, a]». Hence, [x, a] E G(X3) by Lemma 2.5. If [x, a] -,t.1, then Lemma 4.8 (applied 
in an appropriate apartment) and the transitivity of E* on ~* imply that M(Xo) is 
partitioned by {G(X)/X E st (Xo)}. Butthen x E G(Xt ) is obvious. Conversely, if [x, a] = 
1, then x E G(Xl) follows from x 2 = 1 and Lemma 2.5. 
LEMMA 4.10. The elementary abelian 2-group M(X2J = G(X2i-l) x G(X2i + l ) and is 
partitioned by {G(X)/X E st (X2i )}. Moreover, s = q2 and t = q. 
PROOF. We may assume that i = 1. The cases q = 2 and q -,t. 2 are treated separately. 
Case I. Assume that q = 2. 
Suppose that we have proved the first statement in the lemma. Then clearly t = 2, and, 
as 2st is a perfect square, it follows that s is a perfect square. However, s ~ t2 by a result 
of Higman [7, Theorem 3.2], and so we force s =4. Choose X E st (X2)-{Xl. X3}. The 
argument used in the proof of Lemma 4.7 shows that we can find')' (resp. ')") in 1* n E1, 
which interchanges Xl (resp. X) and X 9 • Therefore ')'')'' -,t. 1, and ')'')'' fixes each vertex 
in (X2,XS ). 
Let Z (resp. Z') be the centre of ')' (resp. ')"). Then Z and Z' are at distance 4 from 
X s, and at distance 7 from X 2 • We argue that d (Z, Z') = 4 or 6. Certainly, Z -,t. Z' because 
')'')'' -,t.1, and d(Z, Z') -,t. 2 because otherwise ')'')'' would not be able to fix X 2 by Lemma 
1.S(i). It remains to exclude the possibility that Z and Z' are opposites. 
By way of a contradiction, assume that d(Z, Z') = 8. Choose WE 3* so that d(Z, W) = 
4=d(Z', W) but W-,t.X5 • Then Lemma 1.S(ii) shows that d(W,X3)=6. Set G(X3) = 
(a3). Then [a3, ')'')''] = 1 because ')'')'' fixes X 3. Thus a3 leaves .1(')'')''» invariant. In 
particular, W et3 is fixed by')'')''. However, W et3 is opposite to X5 and to Z, and this 
contradicts Lemma 1.S(ii). 
If d(Z, Z') = 6, then d(Z, ZY') = 4 = d(X5 , z1''), and ')'')'1'' also fixes each vertex in 
(X2, Xs). After replacing ')" by ,),1", we may assume that d(Z, Z') = 4. Therefore ')'')'' is 
an involution by Lemma 2.1. Since ')'')'' fixes X 2, it normalizes M(X2). Moreover, ')'')'' 
fixes no vertex in St(X2) - {X3} because it can fix no vertex which is opposite Z by 
Lemma 1.S(i). 
Now letX' ESt (X2)-{X3}, and set G(X') = (a). Then [a, ')'')''] EM(X2) and [a, ,),,),']-,t. 
1. As [a, ')'')''] centralizes ')'')'', it leaves .1(')'')''» invariant. In particular, Z[et,1'1"] is fixed 
by')'')''. Since Z[etm'l cannot be opposite Z, it follows that [a, ')'')''] fixes a vertex in 
st (X5)-{X4 }. Therefore, [a, 'Y'Y']E G(X3) by Lemma 4.9. But now {G(X')/X' ESt (X2)} 
is a partition of M(X2) by Lemma 4.8. Since [G(X'), ')'')''] ~ G(X3) for all X' E st (X2), 
it follows that M(X2) = G(Xl) x G(X3). 
Case II. Assume that q -,t. 2. 
Suppose we have shown that {G(X)/X E st (X2)} is a partition of M(X2). Then 
Corollary 4.4 and Lemma 4.9 imply that M (X2 ) = q" with n ~ 4. Since t + 1 = 
(q" -1)/(q -1), it follows frpm Corollary 4.6 that t = q and M(X2) = G(Xl) x G(X3) (i.e. 
n = 2). Now 2st, a perfect square, and Corollary 4.4 force s = q2 (with q an odd power 
of 2). 
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It remains to prove that {G(X)IX E sf (X2 )} really does partition M(X2 ). Assume that 
this is false. Then t(q2 -q) +q ~ IM(X2)1 by Lemma 4.8. Since IM(X2)1 ~ sq by Lemma 
4.9, we conclude that 
t(q-1)~s-1. (1) 
Since t~2, it now follows from Lemma 4.3 that either s =q2 and Hs=-Sz(q), or s =q3 
and Hs =- U 3(q) or SU(3, q). We argue that 
s = q3 and t -1 = 0 (mod 4). (2) 
Clearly, this follows from the fact that 2st is a perfect square once it is known that t is 
odd. 
Let P be the Sylow 2-subgroup of Hs which contains G(Xd. Then P fixes each vertex 
in (Xl. X s), and is sharply transitive on sf (Xs) -{X4 } by Lemma 4.3. We argue that P 
fixes no vertex in sf (X2)-{Xh X 3 }. Then t-1=0 (mod 2) is obvious. By way of a 
contradiction, assume that X E sf (X2) - {Xt, X 3} is fixed by P. Choose a E G (X), with 
a;c 1, and select u EP such that X~u =X6 • Then [a, U - 1]E G(X) because u fixes X, 
and u 2 E G(X1) becausep2 = G(X1). But [a, u -1]U 2 = (au)2 fixesX6 , so [a, u -1]U 2 E G(X3) 
by Lemma 4.9. Therefore Lemma 4.8 and our assumption on M(X2 ) imply [a, u -1] = 1 = 
u
2
. Therefore u E G(X1 ) because fl(P) = G(X1 ). Thus au E G(X3) by Lemma 4.9, and 
hence Lemma 4.8 contradicts our assumption on M(X2)' 
From (2), we have Hs =- U 3(q) or SU(3, q). Set C = CHs «G(X1), G(X9 )). So C is 
cyclic and has order (q + 1)/(3, q + 1) or q + 1, according to whether Hs =- U 3(q) or 
Hs =-SU(3, q). Suppose that X a =X for some XESf(X2)-{Xt,X3} and some a EC. 
Then a centralizes some a E G(X)-{1}. Suppose that aeZ(Hs). Then the fixed set of a 
in sf (Xs) is precisely X~(Xl) u{X4}. Hence there exists a'EG(X1), with X6 =X( 
Therefore aa' E G(X3 ) by Lemma 4.9, and once again Lemma 4.8 contradicts the 
hypothesis on M(X2 ). Therefore a EZ(Hs), and we conclude that 
t -1 = 0 (mod(q + 1)/(3, q + 1)). (3) 
From (1), (2), (3) and Corollary 4.6, we deduce that 
4(q2 -1)/(3, q + 1) ~q2 +q. 
This means q = 2, which contradicts the hypothesis. 
This enables us to improve Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.11. If q = 2, then H 2i+1 =-D lO , whilst if q;c 2, then H2i+l =-Sz(q) and 
(Sf (X2i+1), H 2i+1) is the natural 2-transitive group space. 
PROOF. If q;c 2, then the lemma follows directly from Lemma 4.3 and the fact that 
S=q2 by Lemma 4.10. Suppose that q=2. Then (G(X2i - 3), G(X2i+s)=-D2m with m 
odd by Lemma 4.3. Therefore m =3 or 5 because s =4 by Lemma 4.10. If m =3, then 
(G(X2i - 3\ G(X2i + S) is centralized by some involution in I* which has its centre in 
st (X2i+ 1) u st (X2i+ 9 ). But now consideration of the fixed structure of the cyclic stem 
of (G(X2i - 3), G(X2i+s) leads to a contradiction. Therefore m = 5, and hence (G(X2i - 3), 
G(X2i+S ) is transitive on st (X2i+l) u st (X2i +9 ). Consequently H 2i+1 = (G(X2i - 3), 
G(X2i+S)' 
Thus we have determined the parameters sand t of st and the structure of the 
groups M2i = M(X2d and H 2i + 1• We now turn to the groups U 2i and V2i+l. 
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LEMMA 4.12. For each i, we have U 2i is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
PROOF. Let u E UZi , and choose a E G(X2i+S) with a;of 1. Then [u, Ua]E U Zi because 
u
a fixes both X 2i- 1 and X 2i + J. and [a, a U ]= 1 because u fixes X 2i+3 and Lemma 2.1 
may be applied. Therefore a u 2 a = [u, U a] E U 2i• In particular, a u 2 a fixes X 2i- 3. However, 
X Zi - 3 is opposite X Zi +S, so a u2 a = 1 by Lemma 1.5(i). Therefore u 2 fixes X 2i+S • Similarly, 
U
Z fixes X 2i - S• Hence u Z fixes each vertex in I, and so u 2 = 1 by Tits's Lemma 1.2. 
PROOF. From Lemmas 4.11 and 2.5 we conclude that (U2i )x2 ;+S = G(X2i+l) . The 
bounds on /U2d now follow from Lemma 4.10. 
LEMMA 4.14. For each i, we have V 2i+l is a 2-group and ct>(V2i+d < G(X2i + 1 ). 
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 4.12 and Corollary 4.13 because [U2i , U 2i + Z]';; 
U Zi n U 2i + 2 • 
In the following, set VZi +1 = V2i+l/G(XZi+l). Then V2i +1 is an elementary abelian 2-group, 
which will be written additively and viewed as a vector space over the field 1F2. 
LEMMA4.15. The vector space V2i + 1 is a faithful 1F 2H 2i + 1-module, andfora E G(XZi - 3) 
with a ;of 1 we have 
[V2i+J. a] = OZi = CY2; + 1 (a). 
(That is, a is a shear On V2i +1 with axis OZi.) 
PROOF. Since G(X2i - 3 ).;; U 2i - 2 , we have [U2i , G(X2i - 3 )] .;; U 2i n U Zi - Z = G(X2i - d by 
Corollary 4.13. On the other hand, [U2i , G(X2i - 3 )].;; G(X2i-3) because U 2i fixes X 2i-3. 
Therefore 
[U2i, G(X2i-3)]={1}. 
It is straightforward to see that [U2i +2 , G(X2i - 3 )].;; U 2i, so V2i + 1 is an IFzG(X2i- 3)-module. 
Similarly, VZi +1 is an IFzG(X2i+s)-module. From Lemma 4.11 we see that H 2i +1 = 
(G(XZi - 3 ), G(XZi +S ). Therefore VZi + 1 is an 1F2H 2i + 1-module. 
If a E G(XZi-3), and if a ;of 1, then 
where this follows from Corollary 4.13 applied in any apartment containing 
(X2i +2, X~i+2)' Therefore 
[V2i+ J. a].;; 02i = C Y2 ; + 1 (a) 
because V2i+1 = 02i tJJ OZi +Z. Similarly, 
OZi+Z = CY2;+ l «(3) for all 1 ;of (3 E G(X2i+S). 
But now dil1loc20zi = dimf202i+z because G(X2i - 3 ) and G(X2i+S) are conjugate in H 2i + 1• 
Therefore the inequality above is actually an equality. 
LEMMA 4.16. As an IF zH 2i + 1-module, V2i + 1 is One of the following types: 
(i) q = 2 and V2i+ 1 is isomorphic to the 1F2D lO-module obtained from the standard module 
for L 2(4); 
(ii) q ;of 2 and V2i + 1 is isomorphic to the standard module for Sz (q). 
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PROOF. The isomorphism types for H2i+l are given in Lemma 4.11. Set 
St = {CV2 '+1 (S)/S E SyI2(H2i+1)}. 
Then, from Lemma 4.15 and the structure of H 2i + b it follows that St is a partial spread 
of V2i + h and the involutions in H 2i + 1 are all Sf-elations (i.e. [V2i+b a] = CV2'+I(a) E Sf, for 
every involution a E H2i+d. Let x E H 2i + 1 have order 5. Then x = a(3, where a and (3 
are involutions in H 2i + b and CV2'+I(a) '" CV2,+,«(3). An easy argument (d. [6, 2.13]) shows 
that CV2'+I(X) = (0). If q = 2, it follows that /V2i+l/ = 2m with m = 0 (mod 4). If q '" 2 (so 
H 2i + 1 =Sz(q)), then V 2i+1 is a direct sum of copies of the standard module for Sz(q) by 
a result due to Martineau [9]. So in any case, /V2i+l/ = qm with m =0 (mod 4). From 
Corollary 4.13, we see that q2';;/V2i+l/.;;q6. Hence m =4. But now (ii) is clear, and (i) 
follows because Sf is a spread. 
COROLLARY 4.17. We can write U2i =M(X2i ) [G(X2i - 3), G(X2i+3)]. 
PROOF. This follows because Lemma 4.16 tells us that U 2i has order q3. 
LEMMA 4.18. The centralizer in E* of V 2i+1 fixes every vertex in sf (X2i+1). 
PROOF. Let x E CE *(V2i +1). Then x fixesX2i because otherwise Corollary 4.13 applied 
in an apartment containing X 2i and X 2i is contradicted. Since H 2i + 1 is transitive on 
sf (X2i+1) by Lemma 4.11, and as V2i+1 is an 1F2H 2i + 1-module by Lemma 4.15, repeated 
use of the above argument shows that x fixes each vertex in sf (X2i +1). 
LEMMA 4.19. The 2-group U2i = CU2,(V2i+3) x G(X2i - d. 
PROOF. Let Sf be the orbit of [;2i+4 under H 2i+3. Then Sf is a spread of V2i+3 by 
Lemma 4.16. Let U E U 2i. Then Corollary 4.13 (applied in appropriate apartments) 
implies that [;~i+4 ("\ [;~i+4 = (0) for all h E H 2i + 3 with X~i+4 '" X~i+4. This shows that u 
leaves the spread Sf invariant. Therefore if u ~ CU2, (V2i+3), then [V2i+3, u] = [;2i+2 = 
CVZ' +3 (u) (i.e. U2i acts on V 2i+3 as a group of Sf-elations with axis [;2i+2). If q '" 2, then 
U 2JCUz,(V2i+3)= G(X2i- 1) follows from the structure of St. If q=2, then 
U2JCUz, ( V2i+3) ~ G(X2i - 1) implies that (H2i - 3 , U2i ) induces L 2(4) on V 2i+1. From this it 
follows that there exists UEU2i such that if G(X2i+7 )=(a), then (a,a U )=D6, which 
contradicts Lemma 4.11 (applied in a suitable apartment). But now Lemma 4.19 is clear. 
LEMMA 4.20. Define R2i = CU2,(V2i+3) ("\ CU2,(V2i - 3)' Then R2i is sharply transitive on 
sf (X2i+4)-{X2i+3}, and [M(X2i+4), R 2i ] = G(X2i+3). 
PROOF. Let 1/1' = (X2i - 4, X2i - 3, ... ,X2i+4). Then R2i fixes each vertex in 1/1' and each 
vertex in .1 which is adjacenttoX2i or X 2i+ 1• ThereforeR 2i is semi-regular on sf (X2i+ 4 )-
{X2i+3} . Hence /R2d.;; q because X 2i+4 has valency q + 1 in S* by Lemma 4.10. On the 
other hand, Lemma 4.19 and U2i elementary abelian of order q3 imply that /R 2d;;.=q. 
This proves the first part of the lemma. 
Since R2i fixes X 2i+4, it normalizes.M(X2i+4), and [M(X2i+4),R2;],;;[U2i+4, U2i ].;; 
U2i+2. Therefore [M(X2i+4), R 2i ] .;;M(X2i+4) ("\ U2i+2.;; U2i+4 ("\ U2i+2.;; G(X2i+3) by 
Corollary 4.13. But now the second part of the lemma follows from the first. 
COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2. From Lemma 4.20 and the transitivity 
of E* on 3*, it follows that E* is perfect. A straightforward argument (d. [16,4.1]) 
shows that K* = CG*(E*). Therefore E* is a perfect central extension of E*. Clearly, 
from now on, we can assume that S* = .1. 
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LEMMA 4.21. Let P be a root in .1 having centre in .;s. Then E(P) is transitive on the 
apartments of .1 which contain P. 
PROOF. Write P = (Xo, Xt. ... ,Xg), and let I = (Xo, Xt. ... ,XlS ) be an apartment 
containing P. From Lemma 4.18, the definition of U4 and the definition of R4 (given 
in Lemma 4.20), it follows that R4~E(P). Hence E(P) is transitive on the apartments 
which contain P by Lemma 4.20. 
Case I. Assume that q ,c 2. 
In this case, we argue that .1 satisfies the Moufang condition with E being generated 
by all root automorphisms of .1. Theorem 4.2 then follows from Tits's classification [14]. 
In view of Lemma 4.21, we only have to consider roots with centres in 3. So let 
cP = (Xl, X 2 , ••• ,X9) be such a root, and choose I = (Xo, Xt. ... ,XlS ) to be an apartment 
in .1 which contains CPo Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Hl which contains G(Xs). By 
Lemma 4.11, it is sufficient to prove that P~E(CP). 
By Lemma 4.10, M(X4) = G(X3) x G(Xs), and M(X4) is partitioned by {G(X)IX E 
L1 l (X4 )}. Moreover, G(Xs)~Z(P), and P normalizes G(X3) because it fixes X 3. But P 
leave the above partition invariant, hence we have [M(X4 ), P] = {1}, and consequently, 
L1 l (X4 ) £ .1 (P). The same argument now shows that L1 l (X2 ) £ .1 (P). 
By Lemma 4.11, Hl = (G(Xs), G(Xl3 ) and H2 = (G(Xl), G(X9). Therefore 
[Ht. Hs] = {1} by Lemma 2.1. In particular, [Hs, P] = {1}. But Hs is transitive on L1 l(XS), 
and X9 lies in the orbit of Xl under Hs, again by Lemma 4.11. Consequently, it only 
remains to show that P fixes each vertex which is adjacent to X 3 • 
Since P fixes (Xt. X 3 ), we have [U2 , P] ~ U 2 • The transitivity of Hs on L1 l (XS ) and 
.1 l(XS) £.1(P) imply that .1 2(XS) £.1(P). Therefore [U2 , P]~ U4. Hence [U2, P]~ G(X3) 
by Corollary 4.13. By Corollary 4.17, U4=M(X4)[G(Xl ), G(X7 )]. Therefore [U4,P]= 
{1} from what has already been shown. Hence [V3, P] ~ G(X3) (i.e. P centralizes V3)' 
Therefore .1 l(X3 ) £ .1(P) by Lemma 4.18. 
Case II. Assume that q = 2. 
If E(lP) is transitive on the apartments containing cP for every root cP with centre in 
3, then .1 is Moufang (by Lemma 4.21), and E is generated by all root automorphisms 
of .1. Now, as with the case q ,c 2, Tits's theorem implies that E == 2P4(2). However, this 
is impossible because 2P4(2) is not perfect. Therefore we can find a root cP = 
(Xt. X 2, . .. , X 9) in .1 with Xs E 3 and E(CP) not transitive on the apartments containing 
lP. So E (lP) = G (Xs) because s = 4 by Lemma 4.10. Furthermore, the arguments which 
were used in Case I to show that P ~ E (lP) may be used to prove that any element in 
E which fixes each vertex in cP belongs to E (CP). Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.22. The stabilizer E X,.x2 ..... X9 ~E(CP) = G(Xs). 
Let I = (Xo,Xl, ... ,XlS) be an apartment in .1 which contains CPo For each i E 1: 1161: 
set G(X2i+l)=(a2i+l), thus a~i+l =1,ca2i+l. Set H=CE(al), so H=Ex ,. We shall 
determine the structure of H. 
First, we consider H X9' Obviously Hl <JHX9 ' However, Hl = (as, a13) ==DlO by Lemma 
4.11. Therefore HX9 = HI, by Lemma 4.22. Consequently, we have IHI = 2. 5 .IX~I. 
Since .1 has the parameters s = 4 and t = 2 (by Lemma 4.10), a trivial computation shows 
that l.1 g(Xl)1 = 210. Obviously X~ £ .1 g(Xl), so we obtain the inequality IHI ~ 211 . 5. 
Now, let I be the kernel of the group space (.1 l (Xl),H). Then H/I is a 2-transitive 
subgroup of Ss by Lemma 4.7. Hence 22 . 5 . III ~ IHI. Combining these two inequalities 
gives the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.23. 22. 5 . Ill",;; IHI",;; 211 . 5. 
We consider the structure of 1. By Lemma 1.2, I is semi-regular on L1 S(X1). Therefore 
I is a 2-group. 
Let 1[1' (resp. 1[1") be the root in I which has centre X4 (resp. X I4). Then E(1[I') =Z2 = 
E(1[I") by Lemma 4.21 and the fact that t = 2. It follows that [E(1[I"), (a3)] = (al) but 
[E(1[I"), E(1[I')] ~ (al). 
Obviously, E(1[I'), E(1[I") <I, so we have shown the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.24. (al)<I', the inclusion being proper. 
Obviously Z(I) must fix both X 4 andXl4, so t = 2 implies IZ(1) :Z(I)x13.x ,4 ..... x ,l",;; 22. 
But the root cP' = (X13 , X 14, ... ,Xs) is in the orbit of cP = (XI. X 2 , ••• ,X9 ) under 
(a3, all). Hence Lemma 4.22 implies that Z(I)x13.x,4 ..... x, = (at). This proves the follow-
ing lemma. 
LetP be a Sylow 5-subgroup of HI' ThenP =Zs andL1(P) = L1 4(XS) nL14(X13) because 
HI = (as, a13) =D IO • Since C](P) necessarily leaves L1(P) fixed, it follows that C](P)",;; 
C](H1). In particular, C](P) fixes each vertex in the root cP' = (X13, X 14, ... ,X5). Now 
the argument used above shows that C](P) = (al). Hence P =Z5 and Lemma 4.25 imply 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.26. C](P)=Z(I)=(al). 
Now Lemmas 4.26 and 4.24 and P =Z5 imply that 11': Z(I)I;3 24. Moreover, Lemma 
4.26, P=Z5 and I;6Z(I) show that II: CP(1)1;324 • Therefore 111;329 , and I has nil-
potency class at least 3. From Lemmas 4.26 and 4.23 and HII a 2-transitive subgroup 
of S5, we now see that H has the following structure: 
(i) if 1= 02(H), then I has order 29 and nilpotency class at least 3 (actually 
exactly 3); 
(ii) HII is a Frobenius group of order 20; 
(iii) if P is Sylow 5 -subgroup of H, then C] (P) = Z (1). 
Since E is perfect, and as H is the centralizer in E of the involution of a I. (i)-(iii) and 
Parrot's characterization [10] imply that E = 2P4 (2),. That L1 is the Moufang building 
associated to 2P4(2) now follows easily. 
5. THE STRUCTURE OF E 
Theorem A is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.9, 4.1 and 4.2. It remains 
to consider the case when E is disconnected. 
Given a connected component E* of E, we say that E* is of type X if statement X 
in Theorem,A holds. 
Suppose that E* is a connected component of E of type IIj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5). Then 
there is a unique vertex Z in 3* u ~* which satisfies 
E* s;; E[j-ll(Z), 
We call Z the centre of E*. Observe that ifj is odd, thenZ E 3*, whilstZ E ~* ifj is even. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that E has a connected component E* which is of one of the 
types 115, III or IV. Then every X in ~ - ~* is opposite each member of B*. 
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PROOF. Assume false, and choose X' E 3* with d(X, X') = d ~ 8. Thus d = 4 or 
6 because X e 3* and E* is a connected component. Set (X, X') = 
(X = Xt. X 2 , ••• ,Xd + l = X'). If d = 6, then extend (X, X') to a root by adjoining a path 
of length 2 in E*. Then Lemma 2.4 shows that X3 E 3. Hence the connected component 
containing X always has a vertex Z satisfying d (Z, X') = 4. Now extend (Z, X') to a 
root by adjoining a path of length 4 in E*. This is possible because of the assumption 
on the type of E*. Then Lemma 2.4 implies that Z E 3*, this contradicts Xe 3*. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem B. From now on, all statements concerning the 
structure of E are made subject to the following assumption. 
HYPOTHESIS 5.2. The graph E is disconnected and contains a non-trivial connected 
component which does not consist of a single vertex. 
If statement Y in Theorem B holds, then we say that E is of type Y. Theorem B 
follows from Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 below. 
LEMMA 5.3. If E has a non-trivial connected component which is invariant under E, 
then E is one of the types V1, VIi (i = 1 or 2) or VIIi (i = 1, 2 or 3). 
PROOF. Let E* be a non-trivial connected component of E which is fixed by E. 
Then E* is of type lIj with j = 1, 2, 3 or 4. For suppose that this is not the case (Le. 
assume that E* is one of the types 1I5, III or IV). Choose XE2-2*, let YE,;s*, and 
let a E G(X) with a ~ 1. Then d(X, Y) = 7 by Lemma 5.1. Set (X, Y) = 
(X=Xt.X2,'" ,Xg= Y). Then Xs belongs to (Y, ya). Therefore XsE3* because 
Y, ya E,;s* and E* is convex. But now Lemma 5.1 is contradicted because d(X, Xs) = 4. 
Let Z be the centre of E*. Clearly Z must be fixed by E. Therefore E is contained 
in ~[4)(Z), and in ~[3)(Z) if j is even. Now Lemma 5.3 follows easily. 
THEOREM 5.4. Assume that no non-trivial connected component of E is left invariant 
by E. Then E is one of the types V2, VI2, VIIi (i = 2 or 3) or VIII. 
PROOF. Let E* be a non-trivial connected component of E. We consider the 
possibilities for E *. 
LEMMA 5.5. The component E* is neither of type III, nor of type IV. 
PROOF. Assume the statement to be false, and let IFq be the field over which E* is 
defined. So q is a power of 2, and G(X) is elementary abelian of order q for each X E 3*. 
Choose Xl E 2* and X 2 E:;S* with Xl and X 2 adjacent. Let X' E xf lie in a connected 
component of E which is distinct from E*. From Lemma 5.1, it follows that Xl is 
opposite X', and the only vertices in the root <P = (Xt. X 2 , ••• ,X9 =X') which belong 
to 3u:;S are Xt.X2,Xg and X 9 • Let ..!'=(Xo,Xt. ... ,XlS) be an apartment which 
contains <P. 
Suppose that q ~ 2, and set S = (G(Xl ), G(X9). Then S ==L2(q) or Sz(q) by Lemma 
2.3. LetZ =NS (G(Xl ))nNs(G(X9 )), and letD =Ns(Z). So Z ==Zq-h and Z fixes each 
vertex in <P (in particular, X 2 ), and D ==D2(q-l) with each involution in D belonging to 
I and having centre in ~4(XS)n~4(X13)-{Xt. X9}' As each z EZ (with z ~ 1) can be 
written as a product of two distinct involutions in D, it follows from Lemma 1.5(ii) that 
Z is semi-regular on ~ 1 (X2 ) - {Xt. X 3 }. Therefore Z is semi-regular on Ef (X2 ) - {Xl}' 
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But this is impossible because the valency in E* of X2 is either 2 or q + 1, according as 
E* is of type III or type IV. 
Now suppose that q = 2. Then M(X2) =-Z2 xZ2 =-M(Xg). Set S = (M(X2), M(Xg» and 
let n be the orbit of X2 under S. So Xg E nand n £ J 3(XS). Since only the extremities 
of (X2, Xg) belong to 3 u~, it follows that d (Y, yI) = 6 for every distinct Y, Y' E n. This 
implies that N s (M(X2» nM(X2Y = {1} for all XES - N s (M(X2». Therefore M(X2) =-
Z2 xZ2 and Hering's theorem [5] imply that S =-L2(4), and (n, S) is the natural 2-
transitive group space. We may assume that (G(Xl), G(X9»=-D lO • Therefore 
(G(Xl), G(X9» is transitive on n; in particular, n £ J S(X13 ). Choose X E Ef (X2) -{Xl} 
and aEG(X) with a¥-1. Then X~EJs(X13)nJS(X~3) because nOl=n. Therefore 
d(X~, X 1S) = 3 because d(X13, X~3) = 4 and X 1S(X13, X13)' Hence X~ =X2 because 
d (X~, Xs) = 3. But this is absurd because X2 is fixed by a. 
LEMMA 5.6. The component E* is not of type 115. 
PROOF. Assume to the contrary. Let (Xl> X 2, . .. , Xs) be a path of length 4 in E*, 
withXs the centre of E*. Choose X EXT so thatXe 3*. Then G(Xl), G(X3) and G(X) 
are elementary abelian 2-groups by Lemma 3.3, and X is opposite to both Xl and X3 
by Lemma 5.1. From Lemma 2.3 it follows that there exists x E (G(Xl), G(X3), G(X» 
with X3 = X~. But this is impossible because x must leave E* invariant and yet move 
its centre Xs. 
LEMMA 5.7. If E* is of type 114, then E is of type V2. 
PROOF. Assume that E* is of type 114, and let Z be its centre (so Z E ~*). Since 
ZE ¥- {Z}, it is clearly sufficient to show that d(Z, Z') = 2 for every Z' EZE -{Z}. 
First, we argue that G(X) is an elementary abelian 2-group for every X E 3*. If X is 
an extreme vertex, then this is certainly the case by Lemma 2.2(i). So let X be adjacent 
to Z, and assume that G(X) is not an elementary abelian 2-group. Let (Xl> X 2, ... ,Xs) 
be a path of length 4 in E*, with X =X3 and both Xl and Xs end vertices. Choose 
X' E xr with X' e B*. Then G (X) not an elementary abelian 2-group together with 
Lemmas 2.2(i) and 2.4 imply that X' is opposite to X, Xl and Xs. Now G(Xl), G(Xs) 
and G(X') are all elementary abelian 2-groups, because Xl and Xs are extreme vertices 
of E* andX' Exf By Lemma 2.3, there exist a, a ' E I such that a (resp. a ') interchanges 
X' and Xl (resp. X s), and both a and a ' have centres opposite X. Hence X~Ol' =Xs, 
and so aa I leaves E* invariant. Therefore aa I fixes Z, and hence aa I fixes X. But X is 
opposite the centres of a and a I. Therefore aa I fixes each vertex in J 1 (X) by Lemma 
1.5, and so X~Ol' ¥-XS. This contradiction proves that G(X) is an elementary abelian 
2-group after all. 
Let Z' E ZE, with Z' ¥- Z. Then Z' is at distance 5 from each extreme vertex in E*. 
To see this, let X be extreme in 3*, and choose X' to be adjacent to Z' in the connected 
component of E which has Z' as centre. Then X and X' are in distinct orbits under E. 
Therefore G(X) and G(X') elementary abelian 2-groups, Lemma 2.3 and X' e 3* imply 
that d(X, X') = 6. Since there are at least two choices for X', it follows that d(X, Z') = 5. 
Now let (Xl> X 2, ... ,X7 ) be a path of length 7 in E* (so Z = X 4 ). Then Z' at distance 
5 from each vertex in X?(X7 ) implies that d(X3, Z') = 3. Similarly, d(Xs, Z') = 3. There-
fore d(Z, Z') = 2 as required. 
LEMMA 5.8. If E* is of type 113, then E is of type VI2. 
PROOF. Assume that E* is of type 113, and let Z be its centre (so Z E 3*). Clearly, 
it suffices to show that d (Z, Z') = 4 for all Z' E ZE - {Z}. 
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As in Lemma 5.7, we first argue that G(X} is an elementary abelian 2-group for every 
X e,8*. Once we have proved this for each end vertex (Le. each element of ,8* - {Z}}, 
then the argument used in the proof of Lemma 5.7 shows that it is also true for Z. So 
let X e,8* -{Z}, and assume that G(X) is not an elementary abelian 2-group. Choose 
X' eXE with X' e ,8*. Then Lemma 2.2 may be applied to show that X' is'opposite each 
member of ,8*. Let fl be the orbit of X under (G(X), G(X'}). Then the elements of fl 
are pairwise opposites, and each member of fl-{X} is opposite to Z. Moroever, X' e n. 
As IG(X}I :33, we can find a e G(U} and a' e G(U'}, with U, U' en -{X} and U ~ U', 
such that X Ola ' =X. Therefore E* is invariant under aa', and so ZOla' =z. But Z is 
opposite to U and U', and d(X, Z) = 2, which is impossible by Lemma 1.5 . Hence G(X} 
is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
Let Z' e ZE with Z' ~ Z. Let X be an end vertex of E*. Then X and Z' are in distinct 
orbits under E. Hence G(X} and G(Z'} elementary abelian 2-groups, Lemma 2.3 and 
Z' e,8* imply that d(X, Z') = 6. Therefore Z' is at distance 6 from every extreme vertex 
in E*. But now Lemma 3.4 may be used to show that d(Z, Z'} = 4. 
COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 5.4. In view of Lemmas 5.5-5.8, it may 
be assumed that each non-trivial connected component of E is of type III or type 112. 
Moreover, one of the latter type exists by Hypothesis 5.2. 
Let E* be a connected component of E of type 112, and let Z be its centre (so Z e ~*). 
Let n be the orbit of Z under E. We argue that d(Z, Z'} ~ 6 for every Z' e n. For 
suppose that Z is opposite some element Z' in fl. Write Z = X o, Z' = Xs, choose Xl in 
,8*, and form the root (Xo, Xl. ... , Xs). Let X' eXf be adjacent to Xs. Then X' =X7 
because otherwise Lemma 1.4 implies that X 2 e~, and so E* of type 112 is contradicted. 
Now choose X eEt (Xo}-{XI }. Then Lemma 2.4 applied to the root (X, XO,Xh • •. ,X7 ) 
implies that X5 e,8. Therefore the connected component with centre Z'( =Xs} is not of 
type 112. This is impossible because Z' e ZE. 
If d(Z, Z'} ~ 4 for all Z' e n, then E is of type VIIi with i = 2 or 3. So assume that 
d(Z,Z'}=6 for some Z'en, amd set (Z,Z')=(Z=XO,Xh ••• ,X6 =Z'). If n~ 
.:1 [3j(X3} , then E is again of type VII3. So we may assume that Wen exists with 
d(W, X 3}:3 5. Therefore E is of convex type (E4 ) or convex type (Es). However, E of 
type (E4 ) implies that XI. X5 e ,8*, and this contradicts E* is of type 112 because G(X5 ) 
fixes Xl but not X o• Therefore E is of convex type (E8), and hence E is of type VIII. 
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